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We want to help connect pet owners
with products that are high quality,
beneficial and unique. In each issue, we
will choose products
pr oducts that will
simultaneously satisfy you and your pet!!

Pet Tested & Owner Approved!
Out of Sight Litter Box
By Out of Sight Litter Box, Inc.
www.outofsightlitterbox.com
As the only indoor potty option for cats,
wouldn’t it be nice to eliminate the
gruesome smell and sight of the litter box?
The features of the Out of Sight Litter Box
(a self-contained two-story litter box
cabinet) address these problems and offer a
few more benefits for cats and their owners.
Here’s the scoop...first of all, it does a
superb job of hiding litter mess. The sight of
an unsightly litter box is not exactly a
flattering asset to any room. Even if you use
a hooded litter box, it still lacks creativity
and drains your room of personality and
style. Besides, a litter box doesn’t need to
be in plain view for everyone to see. The
Out of Sight Litter Box cabinet, 20 inches
wide x 24 inches deep, will fit nicely into
any corner of a room and it is appealing and
decorative. It can be disguised to look like a
“functional” cabinet by placing a plant or
lamp on top of it. No one would be the
wiser...except you and your cat. Sometimes
I even forget that it is a litter box... until it’s
time to change the litter.
Secondly, the cabinet includes
TraxTurf mats which are made of a soft and
flexible astro-turf-style material that traps
and holds the litter from your cat’s paws that
would otherwise be tracked all over your
home, possibly spreading that “stale smell”
of used litter as well as germs and bacteria.
Thirdly, and a big plus for you, is the
design of the cabinet. The litter pan is
located on an elevated platform (or the

second floor) inside of the cabinet,
which means you don’t have to
kneel or bend down to change
or scoop the litter. You simply
lift the top lid to gain easy
access to the litter pan. By now
you may be wondering how the cat gets to
the litter pan if it’s elevated. Don’t worry,
this will be very easy for your cat to use.
She enters the cabinet from the lower level,
through a large 9 x 11 inch opening. Then
the cat walks in and hops up 10 inches to
the upper level where the litter pan is
located. The cabinet comes with a litter
pan or you can use any standard size pan.
Finally, the “mini maze” that your cat
travels to get to the litter pan, helps keep
curious dogs and children away from it. This
is a big plus for you because you don’t have
to worry about those who don’t belong in
the litter getting into it. It’s also a bonus for
your kitty who enjoys a lot of privacy and
solitude when she’s “doing her business.”
There is a small storage compartment on
the lower level for bags, extra litter and a
scooper to put easy cleanup within reach.
The Out of Sight Litter Box comes ready to
be assembled with thorough instructions. The
only tools needed are a Phillips screwdriver
and a hammer. If you are not a fan of
assembling products, I would recommend
seeking a helpful partner to assist you.
Paul Pettys (aka “Cat-man-doo-doo”) is the Rock
Hill, SC inventor of the Out of Sight Litter Box.

Top view of the cabinet shows top lid lifted
and view of litter pan on second level.

Front view of the cabinet shows cat exiting after using
the litter box. Available in white or maple finish.

